Increasing the diagnostic value of evoked potentials in multiple sclerosis by quantitative topographic analysis of multichannel recordings.
This study presents a method to record and analyze multichannel visual-evoked potential (VEP) and somatosensory-evoked potential (SEP) in an objective, automatic, and quantitative manner. The intention of this study was to assess their diagnostic value in multiple sclerosis (MS). A 256-channel VEP and SEP were recorded in 44 healthy subjects, 26 patients with MS, and 20 patients with other neurologic diseases. Topographic pattern recognition methods were applied and a normative database was established. Z-score statistics allowed identifying the number of subjects with significant abnormal values in each group. These values were compared with conventional single-channel waveform analysis. The diagnostic value of the new measures for MS reached a sensitivity of 72% and a specificity of 100% for the VEP, which was significantly higher than the conventional analysis. For the SEP, the specificity was also high (93%) but the sensitivity remained low as in the conventional analysis (30%). The quantitative topographic analysis of multichannel VEP revealed high-diagnostic sensitivity and specificity for MS. Moreover, the method reliably identified the most dominant VEP and SEP components in the healthy subject group. The results indicate that objective topographic analysis of multichannel recordings increase the value of VEP as surrogate marker for MS.